
Emotions Behind the Objects – A film about Broken Spectacles 
1. The frame of the content of each documentary film 
The film starts with an introduction to Helen Aldrich and Lee Hart who are leading this 
workshop in Dartington Hall, in June 2018. We are then shown exercises used to help the actor 
and start to create theatre. We then see the results of the week-long workshop in the frame of 
the RIOTE 2 project. 
The movie is in two main parts Part I. from the beginning until 7:25 about Broken Spectecles 
and Part II. the than until the end about the Workshop in Dartington. 
 
2. To summarize in a table: what kind of teaching-didactic objectives serve the different parts of 
each documentary 
    00:00-01:45 Helen Aldrich – director, actor, the founder of Broken Spectacles and Lee Hart – 
actor, director, teacher/facilitator 
    01:45-03:30 Broken Spectacles’ first show about the first French aviator woman- How to start 
creating independent theatre. 
    03:30-05:10 Performance called ’At sea’ by Broken Spectacles– focus on the actors and 
theatrical devices. Theatre for everyone at the heart.   
    05:10-07:42 Outdoor theatre – conventional theatre taken outside or re-visioning of theatre? 
A way of attracting new audiences. 
    07:42-09:00 New type of theatre- finding a way of creating performance that is emotionally 
interesting.  
    09:00-10:40 Trust and movement exercise  
    10:40-12:08 Psyche and Cupid- Broken Spectacles present project 
    12:08-13:30 Storytelling exercise 
    13:30-16:18 Exercise for awakening the actor, bringing actor into a place of early physical 
memory, to playfulness through blindfolded meeting of materials.  
 
16:18 -17:19 Synopsis of our workshop 
17:19 – 18:00 Images of the puppet exercises  
18:00 – 27:50 Creation period following workshop exercises: participants given time at the end 
of each day to make a short 3minute piece for end of the week presentations. 
27:50 Last choir session of workshop  
 
3. How they support the learning or the self-development process of the adult learners? 
 
These exercises might be used in a wide pedagogical context: for people with or without 
previous theatrical experience. 
The work with the materials is a way of adult learners to work in partnership and build trust 
with others. The exercise opens up the body without focusing on the body because the 
attention is on the material. At the same time, the process of rediscovering these materials will 
take participants to a place of childhood memory which can be useful material to work with in 
the theatrical creation process. The puppet is another way of making theatre that takes the 
focus off of ‘me’ and gives it to the object that is being manipulated. 
The footage also details two practitioners route into the world of making theatre which could 
be useful for adult learners who are interested in doing so themselves. 


